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Within model theory, a natural question to ask is “Which model-theoretic results
have effective counterparts?” A wide range of results have been proven in this area
with respect to classical logic, surveyed in [1]. Classical model theory, however,
has limitations in its application to non-discrete metric structures. Circumventing
these limitations, Ben Yaacov et al. developed a model theory for metric structures
using continuous first-order logic [2]. A completeness result for this logic was proven
[3] soon after. Following this, Calvert proved a version of an effective completeness
theorem for continuous logic utilizing probabilistic computation [4]. Resurrecting
this decade-old project in a new light, we examine the effective model-theoretic
properties of continuous first-order logic within the framework of computable pre-
sentations. Our main result is a new version of the effective completeness theorem:
any decidable continuous first-order theory has a computably presentable model.

The well-formed formulas and sentences of continuous logic mirror those found
in classical logic, with three key differences. First, the metric d subsumes the
role of =, with p = q if and only if d(p, q) = 0. Because of this, a structure M
satisfies a sentence ϕ if and only if ϕM = 0. Second, instead of the classical logical
connectives ¬ and ∧, the set of logical connectives includes symbols to represent
all continuous functions, of any finite arity, mapping [0, 1] into itself. However, to
examine computability on this logic, a countable subset of well-formed formulas is
considered, instead. As such, the standard convention considers only the logical
connectives

{
¬, .−, 12

}
, which are interpreted as (¬ϕ)M = 1 − ϕM, (ϕ .−ψ)M =

max
{

0, ϕM − ψM
}

, and
(
1
2ϕ

)M
= 1

2 · ϕ
M. It was shown in [5] that this set of

connectives generates a dense set in the space of connectives of each arity. Lastly,
instead of the classical quantifiers ∀ and ∃, the quantifiers of continuous logic are
sup and inf. Since satisfaction occurs only if ϕM = 0, sup acts as a “universal”
quantifier, and inf as an “existential” quantifier (though there need not always be
a witness for satisfaction to occur, only a sequence of approximate witnesses).

The axioms of continuous logic are provided in [3]. A consistent set of sentences
is called a theory. Given a theory T , the degree of truth with respect to T is a
function · ◦T defined on the set of all sentences as

ϕ◦T := sup
{
ϕM : M � T}.

A theory T is then decidable if · ◦T is a computable function from the set of sentences
to [0, 1].

Our definition of a metric structure and signature follow that given in [2] and
later [6], though we retain the classical condition from [2] that the metric space
within the structure is bounded. Given a metric structure M over a metric space
(M,d) and A ⊆ M , the algebra generated by A is the smallest subset of M which
contains A and is closed under every function of M. A presentation of M is a
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pair
(
M, {pn}n∈N

)
such that {pn : n ∈ N} ⊆ M and the algebra generated by

{pn : n ∈ N} is dense in M . Given a presentation M] =
(
M, {pn}n∈N

)
, we call pn

the n-th distinguished point of M], and the algebra generated by {pn : n ∈ N} the
set of rational points of M], denoted Q(M]).

A presentation M] =
(
M, {pn}n∈N

)
is computable if M has a computable sig-

nature and the metric and every predicate of M is computable, uniformly on the
rational points of M]. That is, M] is computable if both of the following conditions
hold.

(1) There is an algorithm such that, given any q0, q1 ∈ Q(M]) and k ∈ N,
computes a rational number r such that

∣∣r − d(q0, q1)
∣∣ < 2−k.

(2) For every n-ary predicate R of M, there is an algorithm such that, given
any q0, ..., qn−1 ∈ Q(M]) and k ∈ N, computes a rational number r such
that

∣∣r −R(q0, ..., qn−1)
∣∣ < 2−k.

The following is our primary result.

Theorem 1. For any decidable theory T , there is a signature L and a computably
presentable metric L-structure M such that M � T .

The sketch of the proof is as follows, beginning similarly to that found in [4].
Fix a decidable theory T . At stage s, use the computability of · ◦T to construct

a finite, relatively consistent
(
up to a value of 2−(s+1)

)
, pre-Henkin complete set

which includes part of T . When this procedure is correctly defined, in the limit it
produces a maximally consistent, Henkin complete extension of T . By the standard
Henkin model construction, define M from this set. Then M is an L-structure
which satisfies T . Define a presentation which includes as designated points the
interpretations of the added Henkin constants. Then, given a tuple of rational
points of M, query a large enough one of the pre-Henkin complete sets previously
computed to find a rational number arbitrarily close to the value of the metric or
any other predicate from M on those points. It follows that the presentation is
computable.
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